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Edwin Honig
THECONCEPT OF,HONOR
IN THE DRAMAS OF CAL/DERON
Calderon is known mainly as ,the author 'of a dozen hair-raising
revenge plays. To some it may come as a surprise that he could also
write such a delicate and intricately turned comedy as The Phantom
Lady. Well, we call it a comedy, but is it? For what has he really done
here-the author of those bizarre wife-murder plays, The Surgeon of
his Honor, The Painter of his own Dishonor, Three Justices in One,
Secret Vengeance for Secret Insult-but clapped a happy ending onto'~·
a situ~tion full of incest threats, 'near-rape. hysteria, and something
just stopping short of bloody murder? .
Th~re is the special thrill in comedy, seldom available in tragedy,
.that goes with the freedom to mock taboos. Comedy indulges in this
freedom as though it had never heard of the taboos, as though it had
just wandered out of the Garden of Eden. It wants us to enjoy the
near miss,. the hot breath of approaching disaster. And we know at
the start that this is the kind of thrill Calderon is preparing when the
breathless Dona Angela appears, fleeing from her own brother-turned~
swain. All quivering and temptingly veiled, she solicits a stranger's,
Don Manuel's, protection, then disappears.
"
"Was that a lady 01 a whirlwind?" asks Manuel's servant, Cosme,
the great comic exhibitionist of the play. The question tumbles us
right into the lap of the mystery.
What is this mystery?
It may be put in the form of two further questions. Can the whirlwind be made to' materialize? And then, will she cease to be a wildly
pursued erotic fOICe and become human, a real woman? To offset
these possibilties here, as ~lsewhere in Calderonian drama, there is an
underlying assumption that women (like poets, madmen and devils)
are as fascinating as they are dangerous and disruptive. They should
be handled carefully and put away, unless they can be placated by
marriage. Women subsist on the margins of the serious life; they have
nothing to do with the ~usiness of living in a world charged with

"
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purpose and patrimony. They are sirens, temptresses, something to
pick up, enjoy, and abandon along the way: love 'em and leave 'em,
as the. old military formula puts it.
In The Mayor of Zalamea, with its half-comic, half-revol~tionary
solution to the honor quandary (the offending officer garroted by the
dishonored peasant father), we have a clear example of the extremes
of female alternatives. Let the woman be jolly and companionable;
let her enjoy herself. Then she is cast as the camp follower La Rebolleda, openly available and proud of it:
I love to sing, and where

other women burst into tears
over any little trifle,
I myself burst into song. >:I
The only alternative to this is to be the mayor's young daughter, who
must be hidden from all rapacious eyes. Otherwise she is likely to
succumb, as all virgins will, to any lingering male, of whatever age or
rank, who happens not to be related to her. When the secret gets out
that she is staying in an upstairs room, she is fair game to Captain
Alvaro's incited Donjuanism. He must seduce her, or else he is no
man. As he says,
Now perhaps if she were here
and quite available,
I wouldn't care two pins about her.
But just because the old man's
locked her up, so help me, he's made me
want to get at her up there.
Even: the zany, out-at-elbows knight, Don Mendo, must make his
flourish. In one breath he swears the peasant mayor's daughter has
his undying affection; but when asked why he doesn't marry her, he
replies more realistically,
Aren't there nunneries enough
where I Can drop her if she bores me,
without my marrying the girl?
• All verse translations in this essay are from Calder6n: Four'Plays (New York: Hill
and Wang, Inc. 1961), edited and translated, with an introduction, by Edwin Honig.
Reprint~ by permission of the publisher.
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Not every available woman is raped-at least not immediately.
There is a code, a safeguard against assault, that usually works in
broad daylight. Don Alvaro temporarily subsides when he is reminded
of the code by the mayor's daughter, whom he will rape later: r
Gentlemen like yourself
are duty-bound to honor
womankind, if not because
they're individuals,
.
then because the~'re women.

Actually no woman can be free if no man is free. The proof of this
is what happens in a militarist society, frankly portrayed in The
Mayor of Zalamea. Yet, as it turns out, there is little difference between a militarist and a civil society if the same prohibitions and
violent assaults against women prevail. Apd so in the honor plays,
the humanity of all characters is severely reduced, often annihilated,
almost accidently. In the typical situation a vanished lover suddenly
reappears in disguise to reclaim the newly married wife; w:hen he persists, the slowly aroused husband must kill them both. A woman may
not be touched-many of the crucial marriages are by proxy; often,
she may not even be, seen without serious consequences for the beholder. For once glimpsed by another man may mean once loved,
hence adulterated. From 'this follows the need; for strategems, under- cover manipulations, clandestine meetings, walls, darkness. Hence
too, the need for protection by a father, or, where there is no father,
by a brace of brothers, as in The Phantom Lady. Double protection
may not be enough; the lady is still in danger. For safeguards themselves may lead to exposure. Isabel is forced to dematerialize, become
a phantom, partly to escape the designs of her brothers, for whom the
appearance of Manuel, a potential male threat in the house, seems
to be only a ruse, an excuse for predatory activities on their part.
, So the woman is a mystery, part of untamed nature, a destructive
:- .j
force, a whirlwind.
In an' age of allegory, embl~atic <writing, baroque symbolism,
the w~·rlWind has a special power, "". additional appeal that broadens
the th e of a play. In Calderafi~l! drama the figure of the wind
recurs h e a leitmotif where womin is fatally involved. At the start
of Life is a Dream there is the famous hippogriff and the destructive
wind it symbolizes. Rosaura invokes it-the woman who is out to
,-"
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avenge ber lost honor, who can travel freely only in disguise while she
is acting as a man. From this whirlwind issues the rebellion of the son
Segismundo against his f~ther, King Basilio. And the power he wrests
from his father is used to reconcile the principle of internal freedom
to the principle of external order. But this, significantly, does not
happen until Rosaura's honor is restored so that she can become a real
woman. In effect, then, the whirlwind, hinting at anarchic destruction, is tamed and redirected by the human power to love and to
conciliate.
There are other winds-winds that drive lovers away and drown
them, or perhaps only seem to. The wind may return, bringing the
lover back, as if resurrected, to pick up the adverse chain of events
that will lead to the tragedy. This is the kind of wind that appears in'
Secret Vengeance and in The Painter of his own Dishonor.
There is the tempest wind in Calderon's Faustian play, The WonderWorking Magician, a whirlwind ,out of which the scholar Cipriano
brings Lucifer, so in turn he may· invoke and materialize Justina, the
woman Cipriano yearns for.
Even the premonition of a whirlwind carries symbolic force. This
occurs when the Mayor of Zalamea thinks of the wind as an augury,
emblematic of the violence that will sweep away his daughter. The
premonition comes in a scene of peace and plenty, while he is regarding his own ripened fields:

•

I went to see the fields all richly
heaped in piles with sheaves of grain.
They looked like mounds of purest gold
as I approached them, and the grail].
so precious it could only be
;:
assayed in heaven. The breeze
flows gently over them, the fork lifts
grain to one side while chaff falls
to the other; even here it seems
the meek make way before the strong.
I pray God grant me leave
to bring it safely to the granary
before a squall flings it far away
or a whirlwind lays it all to waste.

The ominous wind the ~1ayor fears, the tempest wind of Cipriano
and Lucifer, and the whirlwind that casts Rosaura into the bleak
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wasteland where the captive Prince is chained are the same element
belittled by the impatient Don Lope'i awaitil1g his bride across the
waters at the beginning of Secret Vengeimce:
.
Don Lope. ... I'd be happier still
if I could only fly
away today.
Manrique. Like the wind.
Don Lope. 'That would not help me much.
The wind's a sluggish element.
, But if love wo~ld only lend
. me wings, 1'd be borne away
by passion's fire. He who'd use
the wind must go by way
ofwind'..s llllsteady wallowings.
But the course that Love would choose
requires fiery wings.
,-

Don Lope's impatience is a growing fault that will lead to raging
suspicion. Fire, stirred' by an une~pected wind, will in the end materialize in a flaming housein~which ·he has just slaughtered his wife.
In The Phantom Lady Ang~la holds on to her reputation as a whirlwind, because it is p~rt of het job:' sh<; mus.~ spend a lot of time in
finding ways to get through, solid walls. As 'Cosme, the play's arch
interpreter; points out, since only devils and phantoms can do this, she must be one or the ,otheL The idea is that as long as she remains
:the center of a mystery she "can be mercurial, magical, desirable, while
those' who seek her, iJlc~uding het dragooued lover-protector and het
two brothers, appear li~avy~fo9ted,.ludicrous.
.
Walls th~t sepaI3te7,~ walls that divide, underground passageways,
mazes, falls from- parapets, and stopy heights secretly aspired'to by
luckless lovers-Calderon, is full of 'such ominous emblems for crucial situations. And th,ey.a~e in his tomedies as ~ell as in his tragedies.
Whirlwinds, fires, walls, Ia1?yrinths, c'onfrontations in the dark are the
paraphernalia' of magiC ,ari,d mystery. They keep an audience alert
a~d in suspense; they keep a!1.'audience diverted. Neither pure nor
impure, they-ate theatricaL devices that start by working centrifugally,
moving away from the main plot' Interest arid thematic center. Since
they are used both' jri comedy 'Clnd in: tragedy, the tonal effect is neutral. But at some point, in" the. aCtion, the devices begirt to work back
centripetally, toward t4e maiq theme of the play, to uphold, to rein,"
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force, to extend its message and meaning. Such devices, sometimes
moving outward, sometimes inward, sometimes held in suspension,
become the elements of intrigue in the play. In this sense, intrigue is
only a name for the constant proliferation of illusion issuing from the
initial metaphor and mystery, such as the phantom lady. "Was that
a lady or a whirlwindt' frames the theme of the play. It also sets
~p the metaphoric base of operations from which all complications
flow.
To speak of the intermingling of violent romantic actions (that is,
potentially tragic elements) with comic elements is nothing new.
Anyone who has heard of the Renaissance critical insistence on decorum also knows how far the great writers of the age strayed from it;
Stated baldly the doctrine says that elegant and low styles should never
share company in the same work. Yet, there is the famous Porter at
the gate in Macbeth, the notorio\ls play within a play in Hamlet,
and so forth. More than one example of such disparity appears in
almost every play of Ca1deron t s. The tragicomedy, in fact, is the typical Renaissance contribution to the drama, the mixed type that grew
out of the morality, the mystery play, the fabliau of the Middle Ages,
and Seneca's revenge play.
\
There are other and wider implications about the mixing of style.
They bear upon the particular ways Calderon works out his themes;
but something should first be said about the general matter of what
gets mixed in the process.
The mixture of genres and the mixture of tones were exploited in
all Renaissance art and literature. When St. John of the Cross wants
to express religious joy he uses the symbolism of pastoral poetry with
that of the Song of Solomon. Christ is a shepherd sacrificing himself
for his loved one, the human soul; or Christ is the bridegroom while
the human soul is the bride. This intermingling of profane and divine
love is a commonplace in Renaissance poetry. It shows n.ot only that
Eros is being rediscovered but also that the glorification of God is
being envisaged in a new way. Along with the feeling that Hell is.
being defeated, man finds himself aggrandized; the human personality
begins to understand its potentialities in a suddenly expanding world.
Lope de Vega writes a play about Columbus and the discovery of the
new world and the play glows with a wonder at and a fascination by
a new kind of man, the Indian. But a hundred years before that there
is the heretical cry of the lover in the Ce1estina-"In your beauty I see
the glory of God!" There are the Faust plays, discovering that the
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power and range of. human iritellect transcend God's. The same experimental view brings a dash ,of motives and loyalties and makes for
the strangely eruptive energies 'iri' Calderon's plays, with their strangely
contradictory the!ries and' resol~tjons. The feeling for an exploratory
view emerges in th~ triumph of individual human values in many of
Calde.roi1'S plays. Life is, a 'Dre?m and THe Phantom Lady propose
a new' sense of possibility, a: he)Vway out of the bleak fate of the hero
trapp~d in the.. horior qua,ridary; The avenging' man, the sufferer, need
not be ,dragged down w'ith'the, ~'ictim he hardly even knows; he need
not be blinded by society's'legalistic impositions on his conscience.
The new dispensation brings a;hu~an order that seems to overcome
the mechanical, inhuman order" that dev.astates life in the revenge
and wife-murder plays:
. , .. '
With a human order: goes', au' ~verwhelming interest in speculative
doodling, strange physical and psychol'Og~cal combinations, paradoxes.
This is typical of the bar6questyle in painting and literature. Essays,
poems, portraits, embl~IUatiC 'and'allegdrical designs 'treat the monstrous and the, fatuous, 'tl.te mirror and the object, the painting and
the reality, the grotes!:J.ue· al1d th~ ideal,.-dre~m and reality, faith and
doubt, the rare and th~ plau~ible. ,There is a serious popular literature
of the journey, of shipwreckS.~ud far-off la~ds, of werewolves, astrologyand witchcraft. CerVantes; a scrupulous craftsman, speaks of having to create the sens~ of ~ disordered' order, so as to bring about
greater verisimilitude in art. Like Calderon who followed him and
picked up certain of his themes,and tricks; Cervantes was interested in
discovering human' beings i~ all thei! complexity, not in. misleading
or cheapening their nature as readGrs or as audience. He believed that
if the absurd were to be accounted for, it must be made to balance
and fill out the real, so as to make it more lifelike. For the absurd,
according to Cervantes; hecomes mOre, credible the more it is docume~ted-qs t~ough everyone had accepted it, as though it were not
-"4;,'
"
.
\
absurd at all.
, Adm~ratio is t~e ftPn used in t~e seventeenth centhry to describe
the absurd made fidively' ,plausible; it is thus the th~rd aim of art
along with pleasure and instr~ction. Alonso Lopez Pinciano discusses
admiratio in a well-known treatis~ of the time, Filosoffa antigua
poetica (l596), a book Cervant~s proba~ly knew. The term embraces
all elements of the wondrous and the, marVelous in language, characterization, and action., When adrnjratio is controlled it allows for
a channeling of inventive energy so' that 'the unexpected, the incon-
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ceivable, the patently crazy thing, becomes feasible instead of bathetic
or ludicrous. Admiratio would induce awe, the pleasurable gasp of
surprise, something between tears and laughter. Speculating on this
in a famous passage of the Quixote, Cervantes observes,
The falsehood is better the truer it looks, and the more it contains of
the doubtful and the possible the more pleasi~ it is. Fabulous plots
must be wedded to the reader's intelligence, and written in such a
way that the impossible is made easy, enormities are smoothed out,
and the mind is held in suspense, amazed, gripped, exhilarated, and
entertained. (I, 47; III 349)
In· Cervantes and others, but particularly in Calderon, this shows
up as an aspect of style in the hyperbolic address to ladies: the
Petrarchan compliment, the absurd and delirious comparison. In
effect the woman is put on a pedestal and in orbit around the moon,
as though being convinced of this would benumb her and make her
easy prey to any seducer. Magically, as in an ecstasy, she' must be
verbally transformed and made to stand outside herself, not knowing
rhetself. The swain, intoxicated by his own hyperboles, also seems not'
to be there; he is a disembodied mouthpiece, a medium for the
supernal message he is delivering. Nobody human can rape an angel; .
the Bible tells us-unless the angel is so caught up in being an angel
that it isn't watching.
Calderon's romantic ladies know all about mysteries that turn into
miseries. They know that to be overpraised is to be dehumanized.
They have all read Don Quixote and know that Dulcinea is what she
is, not what the Knight says she is. To save themselves they must cut
short the swain's hyperbolic compliment. They must continually
fight to make a human confrontation possible, so as not to be victimized by idolatry, whose real name is seduction.
Calderon makes other stylistic and technical uses of admiratio. He .
exploits the double-talking sonnet, addressed simultaneously to two
different people and carrying appropriately different messages. A~ a
dramatist he is perhaps best known for the heavily freighted soliloquy
which indulges in the fantastic pyrotechnics of conscience-display,
that incidentally sets forth the hideous legalities of the honor quandary. There are the labyrinthine exits and entrances, underground
tunnels, darkened passages through gardens and nunneries, where anyone can turn out to be somebody else. There are the repartees, the

I
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verbal pirouettes of the servant gagsters. Calder6n's graciosos are great
technicians. Since they are never emotionally engaged, they can be
expert strategists and escape artists. As such they are the counterparts
in action to the hyperbole-fixation swains, their masters.
Admiratio is also involved when the conventions of courtly love
and the honor code are used in order to undermine them. Cervantes
comes readily to mind. Mocking conventions, which he is half in love
with, forces a confrontation with them. This gives an unexpected,
sympathetic insight into them.. Dulcinea is appalling when she app~ars in the flesh. It does not matter how much we favor realism, we '
find ourselves reneging, preferring the Knight's luminous hallucination to the real thing. Compared to the gross peasant girl, Quixote's
image ~warmer, more generous and believable, even when the reader
is allowed .to see through it, with the author's complicity. Already
half-disenchanted, but not .admitting it 'directly, the Knight responds
in this way to the Duchess' request for a description of his lady:
"If," he said, "I could but take my heart out and lay it before your
Highness's eyes, upon a plate' here on this table, I should be able to
spare my tongue the trouble of telling what is scarcely to -be conceived;
for in my heart your Excellency would see-her fully portrayed. After
all, why should I undertake to describe and depict, point by point and
feature by feature, the bea'uty of."the peerless Dulcinea? That is a task
that should be laid upon other shoulders than mine, being one
worthy of the brushes of Parrhasius, Timanthes, arid Apelles and of
the chisel of Lysippus; a~tists such as they should preserve that beauty
in pictures, in marble, and in bronze, and a Ciceronian and Demosthene eloquence are called fo'r to eulogize it." (II, 32; Putnam translation)

The encomium wor.ks and takes us in even while we share with the
author the knowledge that we are being hoodwinked. Perhaps in some
sense the romantic is always anticipating the ironic, and the ironic,
after it has done its work, looks linge~ingly over its shoulder at the
romantic. At any rate, in this instance, 'as elsewhere in Cervantes,
it would seem that the romantic and the ironic, much more than
anticipating each other,' are actually interchangeable. The notion has
interesting implications for tragicomedy.
One way of describing the heroic fault in Calderon's wife-murder
plays is'to say that it is the. result of tragic hamartia. The hero, usually
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the husband, is a strong or influential man so blinded by credulity that
he is unable to see his own shortcomings. This blindness not only
makes him vulnerable but also leads to a course of action that ends
in multiple murder and often suicide. (Think of Othello, Shakespeare's most "Spanish" play in, this regard, and you have a good
example.) In Secret Vengeance the injured man, the husband who
thinks himself wronged on circumstantial evidence, is triply impelled
to his revenge. First, because the blight on his honor (whether real
or imagined cannot finally be determined) must be redressed in blood
since that is required by the honor code. Secondly, because others
may· begin to wonder at his uneasiness, the revenge must be accomplished in secret; that way the murder will look accidental, if it is revealed at all. Thirdly, because as a possibly cuckolded man he must
fight another man's usurpation of his wife as well as the imagined
imputations which the wife-theft brings up regarding his own potency. But even after taking his revenge' he has no satisfaction. He is
reduced in stature, he is almost dead. What is possibly worse, he looks
ludicrous.
Now if we think of the cuckolded husband in comedy, say in Cervantes' interlude, The Jealous Old Husband, we see that the ludicrous
core of the situation is precisely the element that the dramatist exploits. There is the characteristic hamartia, the same failure at work
as in the serious play; and the hero is also an elderly man, like Don
Lope of Secret Vengeance and Don Juan of The Painter of his own
Dishonor. Like them he is blind to the fault he passionately regards
as a strength in himself. Like them he thinks he is invulnerable to
seducers of his wife but he has a wife whom others know will deceive
him. But in the Cervantes interlude the discovery
of deception never
.
comes to the old man. The dramatic irony prevails, the husband is
kept in the dark. This is one way of punishing him for his cupidity.
The implication is that he cannot be further reduced by the revelation
of 'his wife's unfaithfulness. Also, if this were revealed he would have
to embark upon a course of revenge-something he would be incapable
of doing. It would also be out of character for him to do so-we would
have to take him seriously. He is ludicrous and must be laughed at.
By the same token, we cannot laugh at the strong man who believes
himself wronged and seeks vengeance; in accomplishing his vengeance he punishes himself. Yet in being revealed and reduced by his
own blindness, he subsists in the same world as the comic cuckold.
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~eyond this crossroad, where the comic and tragic meet, we seem to
be headed toward middle-class realism, the beginning of the modern
novel. Pathos displaces laughter or ,tears as we watch the downward
- progress of the weakened hero, victimized by circumstance, who becomes the class-determined, anonymous, naturalistic man.
But if this later deterministic hero develops at one end of the
tragicomic spectrum, then the personified hero, the abstra~t man of
the moralities, is his ancestoq at the other end. For it is but of the
church plays and the commedia deIl'arte, ,¥!$- their simpler typolog'ical characters, that the Renaissance heroes emerge. Dramatists, in
order to cope with a more soppisticated view of experience, adapt the
earlier conventions in1the comic subplot as well as in the idealized
behavior of the hero 1h the main plot. In the subplot the exemplary
action of the main plot is underlined by opposition. But the trouble
is that the opposition is rigidly maintained throoghout; it is never
bridged. And this is not lifelike. The recoociliation of opposites, so
often sought in tragicomedy, occurs fully perhaps only in Don Quixote, which is a novel and not a drama at all. There, what begins with
the typical kind of splitting, on the allegoricai prin'ciple that characters represent oppositional or complementary moral elements, is
turned around; what follows is a merging, eveIP--a transposition, of
types-as Sancho becomes more like Quixote and Quixote more, like
Sancho.
~.
Something of this sort of merging goes on,. though not completely,
in Calderonian comedy, possibly with Cervantes as the model. In The
Phantom Lady, Manuel, the master,. and Cosme, the' servant, infect
one another as they never would be permitted to do in a serious play.
Cosme's effect is to weaken his master by playing on his superstition,
his fear of ghosts, devils, wonH~n-in a word, by attacking the rational
faculty that Maymel is so proud of possessing. (And incidentally, it is
just this rational faculty, overused and all-encompassing, that be-comes the weapon the honor hero turns against himself in the revenge
plays.) But now Angela, at the other extreme, works by a mixture of
white magic, love, and counter-rationality, almost like a Shavian
heroine, to inoculate Manuel and to free him from an honor quandary into which she too has almost fallen. He must accept her, her
gifts and her. other remarkable attentions, in order to save them both.
But because he is kept ignorant he cannot understand what is at
stake until the end of the play. Once he has accepted her everything
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and everyone are magically reconciled. Honor is regained, the incest
threat is put down, and the phantom lady becomes a real woman. This
is the triumph of love.
Things turn out rather differently in The Mayor of Zalamea and in
Life is a Dream. The emphatic reconciliation at the end does not involve everybody. The mayor's daughter, because she has been raped
and the culprit legally killed, has no other way but to end her life
in a nunnery. The point of honor is what her father gains when the
king justifies and even rewards him for garroting the gentleman seducer. In the other play, Rosaura does not marry Segismundo, who
19ves her, but the count, her cousin, who wronged her. Also the ringleader of the revolt, which Segismundo successfully led against his
father, the king, is punished and permanently imprisoned in the
tower. In tragicomedy someone must pay the price of freedom. We
recognize this is no black-and-white morality but the dim gray sound
of the problematical, which is much closer to human experience and
possibility.
'The ground in Calderonian drama is not always dim and gray. We
have seen that it can be luminous and scintillant too. In fact, once a
truly human order is discerned as struggling to assert 'itself, then the
degree of its triumph may be measured by the type of situation or
character alternative that is set up in the plays. This generally works
itself out according to one of the three principal solutions we have
been noting in the plays all along here.
,
First, there is the pastoral solution. Though provisional and incomplete, it indicates a new view of possibility in allowing the individual
conscience to assert itself against the social stratifications of class or
rank. This is what the victory means when it comes to the Mayor of
Zalamea; a peasant may josh a comendador of Spain, as an equal, and
speak to an emperor of Spain, man to man, and justice will be awarded
him even under the tyrannical dispensation of the honor code.
Secondly there is the romantic solution. This is somewhat more
complete, perhaps because it is more elusive-a case of poetic justice
being made to seem superior to the legal variety. It works in The
Phantom Lady as the reconciling principle of love and of -woman's
right to assert her own choice in love. Still, the victory comes only
after everyone has narrowly escaped the voracious claims of honor,
summarily and magically appeased at the end.
There is, finally, the ironical solution that turns up mainly in the
revenge plays. Here the typical hero is cut down by his own blindness

.
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and machinations, impelled by the insane legalities. of a code which
demands an eye for an eye. And here the tyranny of honor is most
openly criticized. In the other solutions honor is used and temporarily
assuaged, though it is indicted as the disrupter of the human order.
There, in effect, honor is put to work upholding the newly emergent
principles which the human order nourishes. \Vhere the justified
peasant and the triumphant woman rise in stature, the anguished
hero-victim sinks, even to absurdity. Peasant and woman seem to gain
their identities 7 the honor victi~ only loses his.
The strangeness of honor in Calderon is that it brings out of an
incredibly negative code of behavior, out of a tightly restrictive law,
an unexpected redemptive effect-the vision of a totally different possibility. By using honor in this way Calderon seems to allow humanity
the minimum choices it needs to overcome the oppressions of an outworn, dehumanized system it could otherwise not cope with. And in
making for a reductio ad absurdum 7 Calderon goes much beyond what
his puzzled critics call the ludicrous effect of tragicomedY. For the
strangeness behind the strangeness in his use of honor is that he
thereby establishes a dramatic way of pointing toward the difficult
ascension of the human the discovery of what it means to be a
human being.
7
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